The Minifloppy tradition. The standard is set for high-performance 96 TPI Minifloppys. And it's by Shugart. Double track and double density, the single and double-sided SA410 and SA460 Minifloppys deliver .5 or 1 MBytes of unformatted capacity on a 5¼-inch diskette. Small wonder. Designed by the company that invented the Minifloppy, the SA410 and SA460 represent the culmination of all previous 5¼-inch disk drive technologies. What you get today is the most thoroughly engineered, most manufacturable, and most reliable Minifloppy drive available. The SA410/460 are the new standard in the eighties for price, performance, and capacity.

Shugart introduces of Minifloppys.™

Step into the future. Innovation, experience, and proven performance have always been the hallmark of the Minifloppy tradition. And the SA410/460 are the first of the next generation in that tradition. Utilizing technology proven in our 8-inch disk drive products, the SA410 and SA460 use a multi-step positioning technique, thus eliminating pole asymmetry, an inherent source of positioning errors and degraded performance. The simplicity of this multi-step positioning motor and the HeliCam lead screw follower insure its manufacturability, consistent high performance, reliability, and low cost.
Positioned for success. Shugart's new HeliCam™ positioner delivers far greater accuracy than that of competitive actuators. The result is super precise positioning tolerances that virtually eliminate the problems of media interchange previously associated with 96 TPI 5¼-inch technology. The HeliCam solution means that you can reduce, by a significant margin, data handling errors — especially between systems in less than ideal environments.

the next generation
SA410/460.

A new era starts today. Our commitment to the 5¼-inch disk drive market is driven by your requirements for low cost, highly reliable disk drive solutions. With unmatched commitments in manufacturing and R & D resources, we're dedicated to delivering innovative, standard-setting products that meet your needs — both today and tomorrow. And we back all our products with superior technical support, design assistance, and in-depth documentation. Call today. We'll be delivering in production volumes by early 1981. ☐ Shugart Associates: 475 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-0100. Sales & Service: Sunnyvale, CA; Costa Mesa, CA; Minneapolis, MN; Richardson, TX; Framingham, MA; Mt. Freedom, NJ; Atlanta, GA; Toronto, Ontario; Paris, France; Munich, Germany. ☐
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